21 Tips for Reiki Practitioners
"Reiki is Love,
Love is wholeness,
Wholeness is balance,
Balance is well-being,
Well-being is freedom
from disease."
- Mikao Usui
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Introduction
There are so many different types of Reiki
available today, so many individually
styled teachers, and so many techniques,
tips and practices available that it can be
difficult to separate the meat from the
chuff...(or was it the wheat from the
chaff?).
In any case, you're solution awaits you.
Here's my advanced list of 21 Tips for
Reiki Practitioners.
Whether you're a beginner or a seasonedpro, I hope you can find use and purpose
with these tips and they help improve
your Reiki.
I've taken all my Reiki experience and
compressed it into 21 tips that will help
take your energy channeling capabilities
to the next level, and beyond, and here
they are presented to You.
21 Tips for Reiki Practitioners.
Enjoy! :)
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21 Tips for Reiki
Practitioners

................................................................

Show me the tips already...(I hear you), one last thing. When it
comes to energy healing I can't think of anything better other
than Reiki. It's the complete life package.

While Reiki is great for healing, Reiki offers us much more than
just the ability to heal. Awakening your natural healing
capabilities is only the by-product of the true purpose of Reiki.
If symbols are keys, Reiki is the biggest key of all.
This Reiki key. It offers a key to the secrets of the Universe and
of life itself. It lifts the lid off the rabbit hole and gives you a
view into the depths of a mystery. How deep does the rabbit
hole go? Where does it go? The answers you find to these
questions become very interesting when you continue to ask.
Enjoy the hunt!
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Reiki Tip No.1
The Reiki Sandwich. And no...you can't eat it!

Serves [2]

Ingredients

The Reiki Sandwich

1 Reiki Practitioner

To improve the focus of Reiki energy on your client, sandwich
their target chakra in between your two palms wherever
possible.

1 pair of hands
1 subject

This way the energy will penetrate your point of focus deeper
and will feel much stronger as it flows into each chakra fully.
While your clients chakra is sandwiched in between your
palms, next, try visualizing a ball of spinning white light being
formed in between your two palms and imagine it becoming
bigger and brighter as the Reiki energy from your palms fills
this ball of light until it expands like a balloon.
Healing your client as it grows.
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Reiki Tip No.2
Go beyond the middle and go straight to The Source!

Serves [All]

Work Only With True Source Energy

NEED TO DO

The origin of the Reiki energy is the One True Source, or The
creative energy of the Universe.

"Intend to

As the creator, it's this Source which has created all the other
beings below it, including the angels, enlightened beings,
ascended masters and all others.

whole Heart and

While these other beings can be called upon for guidance and
help, their True purpose is to guide you towards returning to
The Source.

True Source!"

completely open your
whole being and

surrender both to

To speed this process up a little, we can intend to work directly
with, and only with, the one 'True Source' of Reiki.
Work only with True Source Energy and you will soon notice a
significant improvement to your Reiki practice.
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Reiki Tip No.3

Serves [YOU]

Completely Surrender your Will

Affirmation

When healing, the best results can be obtained when we have
no Will, intention or desire to heal, fix, correct, or cure any
illness or disease in a client.

"I completely open

my whole Heart and
being and surrender

The most powerful healing comes when we surrender our
free-will and let The Source do the work.

True Source Will."

We are limited, however The Source is unlimited.

my whole Self to

Realizing this and living this, by surrendering to Source
Will, connects us with the unlimited power of True Source
which improves our Reiki practice significantly.
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Reiki Tip No.4

Pray for Us

Share'd'Love

During prayer/meditation/Reiki-channeling, pray for the
healing of everyone in existence, not only yourself or for
your own wants, desires and wishes.

Required...

Make your prayers for everyone. All humans and all beings
everywhere throughout the whole of existence.
That's the secret...praying for others is our blessing in
disguise.

Compassion
Empathy

Sympathy
Wisdom

A little Love

When we pray for others it makes us more receptive and
opens our Hearts to receiving even more from True Source!
Learning to live your life selflessly is an important part of
your spiritual journey and collective purpose in life.
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Reiki Tip No.5
Be Happy

Smile

Seriously!

:) - When we smile it releases all those feel good chemicals in
the body and brain that helps us to relax, to feel calm and to be
at peace.

Sometimes we find

ourselves in serious,

It's also one of the keys to open the energy of your Spiritual
Heart.

challenging

This makes us more open and receptive to the energy of Reiki
and improves our connection to Source.

difficult and
situations.

Reiki isn't

something that

should be performed

What else...?
Did I mention it makes you feel good?
Keep Smiling...

seriously however. It

be a happy bunny...

a fun, joyful, happy,

and next time you're channelling Reiki, smile a genuine smile
and watch as your Heart opens and grows.

should be done with
and loving Heart.

Smile. It's the key to
finding the joy in
your Heart!
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Reiki Tip No.6

Key: Love
Intention
"I completely open

my whole Heart and
whole being and

surrender to True
Source Love and
Light."

Open your Heart
Speaking of opening your Heart...
experiment and see the difference when you make a point of
regularly opening and surrendering your whole Heart to True
Source.
You can do it just before you set your Reiki intention before a
healing, or you can do it at any other time you like too.
Your Spiritual Heart is an interesting place.
It's worth knowing what you'll find there.
Open your Heart.
Discover your secret!
And learn what it really means to live!
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Reiki Tip No.7
Become Reiki
It's a feeling

Feel Love In Your heart

Reiki flows best

Reiki is Source energy.

when it's done with
an attitude of care,
compassion and
Love.

Reiki is a feeling.
It's a feeling deep

within the Heart...
...and it's

unconditional Love
marks only the
beginning!
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Look inwards. Look into your Inner Self. Look into your
Heart. Be free, open your Heart...and shine!

It's a feeling in your Heart.
And it feels like Love.
Like attracts like in the unseen world...
So the more Love we feel...
The more Love we attract!
Love intensifies our connection to Source.
You just gotta feel the Love!
Love everyone unconditionally.
We're all children at different stages of development.
So be kind to one another!
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Reiki Tip No.8
Great things always begin from inside.

Hungry?
Crack One!

Create a Reiki Egg

Create your 'egg'...

Here's a crazy idea!

Create yourself an imaginary baby energy egg, formed from
the energy of Reiki that's going to hatch your desire...

Stay focused...

(...just be careful what you wish for)

Keep sending Reiki
towards this point
daily...

This helps keep your
energy focused

...then every day, sit in meditation and channel a little Reiki to
this egg for 10 to 15 minutes with the intention of seeing your
desire hatch from the egg.
Then continue to do this until the pathway to your desire
becomes clear.
Now sit back.
Be patient.
And enjoy the hatch!

and flowing
consistently towards
your goal!
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Reiki Tip No.9
Ships don't sink because of the water around them. Ships sink
because of the water that gets in them.

You powered!

Be Balanced!

Reiki Enhances the Whole You

Reiki opens and

Reiki amplifies your whole being,

empowers You.

so while it amplifies your creative and healing abilities,

Don't give your

it also enhances your potential to empower your negative states
of mind too.

mental scenarios...

If you do experience any negative state of mind,

energy to negative

...if you can't

identify and recognize the exact opposite state of mind,

be positive...

and with all your focus and concentration,

...at least be neutral!

channel Reiki towards that point, or pole, with the intention of
moving your mind, energy and being, towards that reality,
and do it with all of your energy and all of your feeling.
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Reiki Tip No.10
Focus on the Sun and the shadows fall behind you.

Reiki Your Day

Reiki-Day-Channeling

Becoming

Reiki isn't something we can only do behind closed doors,
sitting down with our eyes shut. We can do it when we're out
and about living our daily lives.

Reiki isn't something

With intention, try channeling Reiki during your usual day,
whether you're nailed at work, planked at home, or stuck
elsewhere, and with alert and open eyes, calm your body and
mind when you're busy on the go.

It's something you

There's no time and place for performing Reiki. Reiki can be
called upon at any time, in any space.
You take Reiki everywhere with you. Because you are Reiki.
Shine your Reiki Light into the rest of the world...

you just 'do'.

awaken to 'become'.
You don't just 'use'
Reiki.

You 'integrate' with
it.

and find happiness in real time.
© 2016 - Self Help Healing Institute for Self-awareness - www.selfhelphealing.co.uk
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Reflect
................................................................
Nature in all her beauty and splendour is truly a magnificent
creation. Look to nature and see how she reflects you.

How you relate with your environment can give you insightful
reflections from parts of yourself you seldom see.
Look at your world.
Look at the people in your life.
What are these people reflecting in You?
Reflect!
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Some people enter your life to teach you,
some to test you,
some to use you,
and some to help you.

People offer you an invaluable
opportunity for self reflection,
understanding and growth.
Make the most of it!
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Reiki Tip No.11

Wrap Up!

Get in your Reiki Bubble

Choose!

Hey I know, you don't need telling, there's a lot of negative
energy around this world we live in.

Reiki helps create &
empower your

intentions and Will.
Your state of mind,

being and energy all
vibrate at your

frequency of choice.
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Keep your Self protected from the outside world and start
your day off with a 15 minute meditation and 'surround
your whole Self' with a large bubble of bright light that's
filled with the intention of your choice.
Create your Self a confidence bubble, a belief bubble, a
determination bubble, a peace bubble, a Love bubble, or
another bubble of your choice...
then grow this bubble by channeling more and more Reiki
into it until you're surrounded by a bubble of bright, white,
protective light containing your intention of choice.
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Reiki Tip No.12

Look Into Your Eye

Have Vision

Here's another handy tip...

Jesus Christ

during meditation, prayer, or while Reiki channeling...

Jesus taught his

while keeping your eyes closed...
gently look upwards to your brow, on your forehead, with
the intention of activating your spiritual third eye.
With practice and with the intention of using it you will help
to activate and open your third eye chakra.
This will help your Reiki and will help to improve your
awareness of the guidance that's constantly being delivered
to you.

disciples to look to

the sky & their third
eye, with closed

eyes, when praying
or meditating.

And Jesus knew a

thing or two about
spiritualism.
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Reiki Tip No.13
Good Health Reiki-fed
Get Purified

I'm not talking Reiki Federation here.

Everything is

Feeling hungry?

energy, everything,

it's all vibration and
frequency.

The energy of our

intention reacts with
the energy of our
focus...

...we can change the
energy of our focus

Nom nom nom...
...I'm talking about what passes your gullet!
You've likely all heard this one before, nevertheless, before
eating, drinking or consuming anything, Reiki it.
Reiki all your food, drink and medicine, with the intention of
removing the impurities and to ensure it nourishes and protects
you.
If you're going to put it in you...
make sure it's good for you first!

by directing an
alternative

frequency of energy
towards it.

Our minds literally
shape our reality!
24
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Reiki Tip No.14
The good things in life feel better when surrounded by Love.

Be Love!

Lead the Way

Don't Match your Environment

At every moment of

Before entering a room, briefly intend that the energy in the
room doesn't 'get in' to, and change, your own energy.

either directing

This can be a good habit to get into so you don't get caught off
guard by letting the energy of a room affect you.

absorbing it!

Energy!

your life you're

energy or you're

When you're not

consciously directing
energy, be mindful

of the energy you're
soaking up.

You're either directing it...
...or absorbing it!
Don't be a sucker...
...lead with your presence...
...and let your energy take the lead!
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Reiki Tip No.15
Always be aware of your spine. Especially the energy that runs
through it. This energy links the poles of your consciousness.

Straight Up!

Keep your Spine Straight

Sacred

If you didn't already know...

Your spine is the
link to your
physical, mental,
emotional and
spiritual bodies.

but you probably did...
Reiki flows down the main energy channel through the spine.
Keeping your spine straight has clear advantages when
channeling Reiki. Where the spine is bent, such as if you're
looking down or you're hunched, the Reiki energy becomes
restricted at the point your spine is bent.
You can stop this quite simply by ensuring your spine is kept
straight while keeping your chin up and looking straight ahead.
This will help keep your spine straight and aligned and your
Reiki flowing at full force.

For thousands of
years the spine has
been revered.
Your spine is the
bridge between your
physical world and
the world that lies
beyond.
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Reiki Tip No.16
Be Receptive

Living life with an open mind will avoid many closed doors.

Be Interactive

Open your Chakras

We can interact with

Before Prayer/meditation/Reiki channeling...

any of our chakras.

you know the script by now...

By channeling Reiki

first...use one palm and channel Reiki to the other palm with the
intention of fully opening your palm chakra. Then repeat for the
other palm.

to each chakra and
stating our intention,

You can now use your palms by hovering them a few inches away
from each of your seven main chakras, one at a time...

we can open our

then simply channel Reiki with the intention of completely
surrendering the development of each chakra to True Source.

major chakras and

What better way to be guided is there?

palm chakras to

Just trust and have faith that what needs to be done will be done
and you'll be guided right into place.

improve the flow of
Reiki.
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Reiki Tip No.17
Sleep Tight

Help Aid Sleep

Just Feel It!

If you're feeling restless at night or you're a bit of an insomniac...

A simple thought or
intention can be

like I used to be...
then Reiki's got you in good hands!

However there's a

While you're curled up in your comfy place, place one palm on
your Heart chakra and the other on your solar plexus chakra, and
intend to ground your whole Self with the Earth and to peacefully
and restfully fall asleep.

other than using

If you start to think, just focus all your attention and awareness on
your Heart with all of your feeling.

healing.

better way to heal
your mind.

You can use your
Heart instead!

The best Reiki comes when you feel Reiki and become One with
the feeling of how it flows throughout your body.
Just remember that you feel from your Heart...
not from your head!

When you heal from
your Heart...

...YOU heal, open

and develop faster!

30
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Reiki Tip No.18

Good 2 Know

Tarot Reiki

Find the Flow We know Reiki enhances our ability to 'connect'. So it also
Tarot cards offer a

tool for uncovering

the hidden things of
the world.

They also help us

make sense of the
visible things.
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enhances our ability to receive in depth, insightful and
accurate information from the Tarot cards.

Knowing where you are in life and where you're headed can
be invaluable information to have. Even learning how to do
a simple three card tarot reading, with each card representing
either the past, present and future, you can start to get an
idea of where your energy is flowing.
Think of Tarot cards as little reflections of your inner Self
which you can read. You read the reflections of your inner
Self on the cards. Using the Tarot cards you can better
understand your inner landscape and better guide your Self
through the hazardous maze of life.
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Reiki Tip No.19

Reiki Start your Day

Reiki Wake

How do you want to start each day and how do you want to
feel before you get out of bed?

Take Control

Have a think about it!
Next time, start your day consciously, the way you want to.
Take 5 to 10 minutes or so every morning, even before you
get out of bed, to channel Reiki with the intention of filling
your mind, body, aura and day with Love, peace, harmony
and guidance.
Put yourself on the right foot and path for the day ahead!
Reiki start your day!

Your mood can be
influenced in your
sleep.

Wake up...
...decide how you
want to feel, then
make it happen.
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Reiki Tip No.20
Open Heart

Try to Feel Reiki

"Quote"

Reiki can work in two main ways!

"Love is the blood

Through the head...

that flows through

or through the Heart!

- Ricky Mathieson

What I mean by that is, when we take our brains out the
equation and just feel the energy of Reiki from the Heart, and
we let it do what it does, then we get better results.

your spiritual veins."

The strongest Reiki comes when we don't get our brains, minds
and heads involved too much in what we're doing and we try to
feel the Reiki energy and become one with its flow.
Yes, you can heal with your mind...
but your Heart was made to heal better!

34
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Reiki Tip No.21
Mind Power!

Your mind is powerful. You can invent, create, experience
and destroy things with the energy of thought alone.

You Need...

Get with the Game

Energy

Reiki isn't a begging game.

Focus

It's a creators sport.

Concentration

Don't sit idly by and just wish for what you want to come to
you and do nothing more.

Courage
Belief

Pin point your goal, channel Reiki towards creating it, then go
for it and make it happen.

Trust

If there's something you need, obtain it.

Faith
Patience

If there's something you lack, create it.
You already have everything you need!
Just believe...and breathe!
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Do you want to
discover more?

................................................................

That's it for your little taster and your 21 tips for Reiki
practitioners, I hope you can put them to good use.
Just before you go...
Do you want to take your self-empowerment to the next level?
Do you want to learn how to influence the energy of your
environment by consciously directing your own energy
towards it?
You know...
there's a reason I take the time to write and distribute these free
e-books...
and it's not to make money!
It's to help people heal from the inside out. That's my calling.
I've already found my purpose for this life.
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And I'm living it right now.
Allow me to help you find yours too!
It's funny where life seems to take us sometimes and where we
find ourselves. Some things we might miss, however sometimes
the biggest opportunities come from the most spontaneous of
circumstances.
People cross paths with one another throughout life...
and that often brings new connections, adventures and
opportunity with it.
Our paths have crossed!
And low and behold...
you've discovered a special opportunity that can completely
change your life for the better!
Sadly however, because I work with my students on a one-toone basis, I can only take on so many students each day. So
while I might not be accepting students today, there will be
many more days ahead.
Start your journey now and secure your place today (pending
availability of course) on one of 4 advanced Reiki courses.
Seize the moment, grab your opportunity and discover the
wonders hiding within you.
Hey...people are only starting to wake up to what's going on
and I know Reiki isn't for everyone at this time.
Is Reiki for you?
Please do ask yourself...
40
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"Am I already everything I want to be?
"Do I already feel everything I want to feel inside?"
If you answered no to either of those two questions then I have
your solution!
Join me and 'the rest of the tribe' today on our website
www.selfhelphealing.co.uk and...
· download your free e-book: 'How to Change Your Life
With 19 Simple Mind Hacks'
· receive exclusive health & well-being articles straight to
your inbox
· check out one of many free health & well-being videos on
my blog
· or sign-up now and super-charge your life with one of our
advanced Reiki courses
Take your next step in evolutionary self-empowerment and
discover Reiki Today!
When you discover Reiki...
you discover Your Self!
Get connected! Discover! Awaken! Then start living it today!
Warmest wishes.
I look forward to connecting with you.
Ricky Mathieson - Yogi | Reiki Master | Spiritual Guide
Website: www.selfhelphealing.co.uk
E-mail: help@selfhelphealing.co.uk
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Namaste

................................................................

I honour the light, love, truth, beauty and peace within you
because it's also within me. In sharing these things we are
united. We are the same. We are One.
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